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International trade rules can play a positive role in global efforts to prevent harmful climate change. In writing the new charter for the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 1994, governments noted their intent that trade relations allow "for the optimal use of the world's resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development...."1 Although the WTO does not prevent sustainable development, the WTO has not actively promoted sustainable development goals.

Climate change policymakers, likewise, have done little to reach across the divide to support trade goals. Such an initiative could have ensued from the mandate in the 1992 United Nations (UN) Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) directing that

The Parties should cooperate to promote a supportive and open international economic system that would lead to sustainable economic growth and development in all Parties, particularly developing country Parties, thus enabling them better to address the problems of climate change.2

Consistent with the overall low level of coordination between the multilateral trade and climate regimes, the two regimes have largely stayed out of each other's way. The purpose of this essay is to consider whether there would be any serious impact on the climate regime from major alterations in the trading system. To wit, what if the multilateral trading order goes topsy-turvy
and governments move to undo liberalization and repeal trade rules? How would such a trade dystopia affect the climate regime? Predicting the impact of an exogenous trade policy shock on climate change and climate change policy needs to start with an assessment of the design of the 2015 Paris Agreement on climate change. After reviewing the Paris Agreement, this essay provides an overview of recent developments in the trading system that could have consequences for the climate regime.

The essay proceeds in four parts: Part I explores the rationale for cooperation in international regimes and identifies the key design features. Part II provides an overview of the Paris Agreement and its implementation. Part III looks at the current conditions in the trading system and the attacks on it by the aggressive trade policies of the Trump Administration. Part IV discusses ways in which the unraveling of the trade world could impact the climate world.

The Strategy of International Domestic Cooperation

The constitutive function of an international regime is to collectively tackle problems that governments cannot solve unilaterally. The typical regime addresses a domestic challenge that becomes an international problem because actions in another country have consequences for another country's domestic goals. The border-crossing phenomenon can be physical (e.g., pollution, disease), economic (e.g., money, technology), or moral (e.g., altruism, humanitarianism). Treaties addressed to dual international and domestic problems can be called "intermestic."³

Although the very existence of an international treaty evidences a cross-border concern, the need for an international regime can be objectively examined in relation to the predicating problem. If the solution to a problem requires the cooperation of key countries or most countries,
then an international regime can potentially help to achieve that solution. If no country can be excluded from the benefits of achieving the goal of a treaty, then that goal becomes a public good that is rationally pursued by collective intergovernmental action.

Some regimes exist to solve domestic problems that could technically be solved internally. Yet for reasons of political failure, an international regime is created to induce countries to act in parallel or in cooperation with one another. Ideally, a government would undertake needed domestic regulation for its domestic benefits. But often, optimal policies do not automatically emerge due to fears about foreign economic competition or foreign government competition.

Historically, the usual approach to addressing problems that transcend borders has been for the concerned countries to adopt a uniform rule to solve the problem jointly. Early treaty provisions from several fields illustrate this cooperative logic: In the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property of 1883, the governments agreed that citizens of the first country should enjoy the same patent protection in a second country as that second country accords to its citizens.4 In the Phosphorus Match Convention of 1906, governments agreed to prohibit the manufacture, importation, and sale of matches containing a chemical whose manufacturing was toxic to workers.5 In the Fur Seals Convention of 1911, each government pledged to prohibit its citizens from engaging in seal hunting in the North Pacific Ocean and agreed not to allow any vessel engaged in pelagic sealing to use its ports or harbors.6 In the International Plant Protection Convention of 1929, the governments agreed to “enact all necessary measures both to prevent and combat plant diseases and pests and to supervise the importation of plants and parts of plants from countries not as yet possessing any official organization for the protection of plants.”7 The common element in each of these provisions is
the prescription of a specific, substantive regulatory norm for cooperating governments to follow.

In any treaty negotiation, rational governments are going to be concerned about whether the treaty includes a critical mass of countries needed to solve the problem and whether the treaty contains structures to incentivize participation. Free-riding is addressed using rules to assure sufficient membership before a treaty becomes legally effective. For example, the Convention for the Regulation of Whaling of 1937 was to enter into force only after a majority of signatory governments had ratified it, and that majority had to include three identified major countries. The Final Act of the 1937 Whaling Conference recorded a recognition that the purpose of the Whaling Convention "may be defeated by the development of unregulated whaling by other countries..." and provided for a consideration of adjustments should that scenario occur.\(^8\)

The hallmark of treaties is mutual commitment, but treaties vary in the symmetry of commitment. At the more rigid part of the continuum, treaties provide for equal commitments. For example, in the International Convention on Safety of Life at Sea of 1914 (after the RMS Titanic sank), the governments sought to achieve "by common agreement certain uniform rules," for example regarding lifeboat capacity, for which the signatory governments undertook "to propose to their respective legislatures, the measures necessary for the repression of infractions of the requirements imposed by this Convention."\(^9\) At a more flexible end of the continuum, governments agree to undertake individual actions that are not the mirror image of actions taken by other countries, but are determined jointly to be commensurate or mutually sufficient. The leading example of this approach is how the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) of 1947 dealt with the goal of lowering and locking in tariffs. Multilateral negotiations "from time
to time” were to be sponsored "on a reciprocal and mutually advantageous basis," and the results were to be accepted jointly, and then recorded within the treaty as a legal commitment.\textsuperscript{10}

The international labor regime of 1919 was the first to establish a dispute settlement and enforcement system, but the trading system soon followed, giving enforcement a central role.\textsuperscript{11} The Customs Formalities Convention of 1923 provided that any dispute between parties could be referred to the Permanent Court of International Justice.\textsuperscript{12} The Charter of International Trade Organization (ITO) of 1948 provided a Chapter on "Settlement of Differences" that gave member governments the right to lodge a complaint to the intergovernmental Executive Board regarding an alleged breach of the treaty or other action nullifying or impairing benefits.\textsuperscript{13} The Executive Board was authorized to investigate the matter and to request the government concerned "to conform to the provisions of the Charter." If remedial action was not likely to be effective, the Board was further authorized to release the affected government from the Charter's "obligations or the grant of concessions to any other Member." Appeals were possible to the ITO Conference and then to the International Court of Justice (ICJ). Although the ITO never went into force, the GATT developed an internal dispute settlement system that was significantly strengthened in 1994 when the GATT was upgraded to the WTO. The ITO Charter's aspiration for a two-level judicial review was finally attained in the establishment of the WTO Appellate Body.

In summary, even before 1950, best practices in the most successful multilateral treaties involved prescribing a set of substantive rules, addressing free riders, seeking a reciprocal balance of obligations between treaty parties, and providing a compliance and enforcement mechanism.
The above examination of the evolution of effective intermestic regimes included several environmental treaties, but the advent of the modern multilateral environmental agreement (MEA) beginning in the 1970s demonstrates the traditional best practices supplemented by new governance processes. The typical MEA entails some agreement on common regulatory rules. For example, the Protocol of 1988 to the Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution of 1979 requires parties to reduce their annual emissions of nitrogen oxides to or below the levels of emissions existing in the 1987 base year.\textsuperscript{14} The Montreal Protocol of 1987, as amended, sets numerical limits on production and/or consumption of controlled substances, and also contains trade enforcement provisions applying to non-parties.\textsuperscript{15} In the Kyoto Protocol on climate change of 1996, the parties agreed to a set of nationally-proposed but internationally-agreed quantified emission limitation or reduction commitments, but these numerical pledges were only required for a discrete set of so-called Annex I countries. The Kyoto Protocol was criticized on fairness and effectiveness grounds because reduction commitments were not required from large (non-Annex I) economies such as China, India, Mexico, and South Korea.\textsuperscript{16} The new environmental governance processes, sometimes called "autonomous institutional arrangements," explored new ways to carry out negotiations, oversight, and supervision outside of an international organization.\textsuperscript{17}

Some MEAs contain only general regulatory norms and do not entail mutually agreed commitments by each party. For example, the 1971 (Ramsar) Convention on Wetlands of International Importance directs each party to designate suitable wetlands within its territory for inclusion in a List of Wetlands of International Importance.\textsuperscript{18} The World Heritage Convention of 1972 directs each party to submit an inventory of property situated in its territory forming part of cultural and natural heritage.\textsuperscript{19} In addition, the World Heritage Convention obligates each party
not to take any deliberate measures which might damage directly or indirectly the cultural and natural heritage of other States Parties. Both of these agreements are aimed at international (or intermestic) problems with a relatively low level of trans-border spillover.

**Assessing the Paris Agreement**

This brief overview of multilateral economic and environmental treaty practice provides context for assessing the architecture of the Paris Agreement. The Paris Agreement is built around each party's "nationally determined contributions" (NDCs) reflecting each party's self-assigned plan for greenhouse gas emissions reductions. New NDCs must be submitted every five years and are intended to be "successive" as a "progression" from its prior-period NDC. The only legal obligations, however, are procedural. The Paris Agreement does not oblige a country to actually achieve its NDC. Rather, the stated obligation is that each party have the "aim of achieving" the objectives of its NDC. The Agreement contains transparency requirements regarding the reporting of NDCs and provides for the establishment of an expert-based committee to facilitate implementation and "promote compliance" in a manner that is "non-adversarial and non-punitive." In addition, the Agreement provides for a "global stocktake" beginning in 2023 to periodically assess "the collective progress towards achieving the purpose" of the Agreement.

As compared to other environmental and non-environmental regimes, many of the usual treaty components are absent from the Paris Agreement. The biggest omission is the lack of substantive rules. A second key omission is a process for securing reciprocal or roughly balanced national commitments from the largest economies. A third omission is a reconciliation process to assure that each round of the pledged NDCs are cumulatively sufficient to achieve scientifically-set global temperature goals.
The absence of policy rules in the Paris Agreement is its biggest contrast with the WTO. The Paris Agreement lacks any commitment to refrain from taking actions, such as fossil fuel subsidies, that increase greenhouse gas emissions. Moreover, the Agreement lacks any commitment to undertake specific actions that would reduce greenhouse gas emissions, such as a jointly-imposed national carbon fee designed to internalize the environmental costs of fossil fuels. Although the Paris Agreement calls for "integrated, holistic and balanced non-market approaches," the Agreement withholds any like endorsement for market-based solutions to emission reduction.

Another gap in the Paris Agreement is its lack of rules for how to allocate state responsibility for emissions from products that are exported and imported. Despite the perennial popularity of proposals to unilaterally impose domestic climate change regulations and taxes on imports, no international climate change rule has emerged to govern traded goods. For the climate regime to delegate this issue to the trading system is unwise because the trading system does not have the environmental competence to develop a climate change-savvy rule for assigning responsibility for the emissions from production of imports or exports.

This assessment of the Paris Agreement can be challenged with at least two counterarguments. The first is that climate change is different from past environmental challenges and so the absence of treaty-directed ("top down") mechanisms in the Paris Agreement should not be viewed as a flaw. Indeed, Charles Sabel and David Victor have suggested that decentralized governance and decomposed bargaining can work better for climate change than comprehensive bargaining. The second argument is that the Paris Agreement was the best the planet could have achieved. In the words of one peer reviewer of this essay, "specific climate undertakings were not seen as politically feasible by nearly everyone involved..."
and that any conclusion that a much better agreement was possible is out of touch with the on-the-ground political reality." I was not on the ground in the negotiations leading up to the Paris Agreement, so I do not know how much ambition to save the planet existed in 2015. My impression at the time was that the Obama Administration sought a near-term agreement that would not require any changes in U.S. law.

The gamble in the Paris Agreement is that achieving universal membership and at least symbolic national commitment will make up for the lack of rules and reciprocity. Yet unlike other public policy problems such as human rights, the success of international climate change policy can be measured scientifically and in real time. Unfortunately, recent studies indicate that aggregate government action under the Paris Agreement continues to fall further behind the magnitude of change needed to save the planet from the dire effects of global warming.30

The Trump Administration's War on Trade

The Trump Administration's attacks on the Paris Agreement and the WTO Agreement are similar in that both agreements are criticized as being unfair to the United States.31 Yet in contrast to the way that the Administration has often stayed aloof from the Paris Agreement, the Administration has engaged in constant attacks on the WTO and other international trade agreements.

Four motivations propel the Trump Administration's trade policy: The first is traditional protectionism granted to help favored U.S. industries withstand foreign competition.32 The recourse to tariffs for protection is justified by the Administration as a response to an unlevel playing field and unfair foreign competition. The second motivation is revanchist, to recover the factories, investment, and jobs that are said to belong to the United States, but that have been lured away by other countries, such as China or Mexico. The third is to preserve American
sovereignty allegedly being eroded by international agreements. The same argument about international agreements intruding on sovereignty that President Trump uses on trade were also used in his June 2017 statement announcing the Administration's decision to submit a notice of intent to withdraw from the Paris Agreement.\textsuperscript{33} The fourth is that U.S. trade law, unlike the laws of most other countries, gives the American President singlehanded authority to raise tariffs, to wage trade wars against other countries, and to pull out of international trade agreements. When such tariff-setting power has been delegated to a President who has long believed that the United States suffers poor trade policies, the availability of that executive power is itself a motivation to wield it. The importance of the Presidential discretionary authorities being invoked is especially noteworthy when one considers that in the last global trade war of the early 1930s, the U.S. tariff actions were dictated by Congressional action, with very little U.S. Presidential discretionary authority in play.

Trump's tweet of March 2, 2018 that "trade wars are good"\textsuperscript{34} captures the weltanschauung of an Administration willing to fight trade wars on many fronts. The key trade wars being waged by U.S. officials are against the WTO, against free trade agreements (FTAs), against China, and against other major trading partners. The U.S. tariffs have been costly to U.S. consumers,\textsuperscript{35} but those ill effects are diminished by the otherwise strong U.S. economic growth during the Trump Administration.

The war against the WTO is carried out through aggressive policies to destabilize the WTO. Trump's repeated threats to withdraw from the WTO\textsuperscript{36} puts the organization on the defensive and calls its continued viability into question.\textsuperscript{37} The disinterest by the U.S. government in the ongoing WTO negotiations was a key factor in the failure of the WTO's Buenos Aires Ministerial Conference of 2017 to achieve any result or even to issue the customary Ministerial
Declaration. The U.S. government is also blocking appointments to the WTO's Appellate Body. That tribunal is now down to only three appellators. The diminished bench is delaying ongoing appeals and threatening to grind the Appellate Body to a halt.

The war against U.S. FTAs started in the first days of the Trump Presidency when he announced that the United States was withdrawing from the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP). Unlike the Paris Agreement, which had been ratified by the United States without seeking Congressional approval, the TPP had not been ratified and there was no obvious path forward for a President from either party to secure the requisite Congressional approval. Contrary to some expectations, the U.S. pullout did not prove fatal and a revised and renamed TPP went into force at the end of 2018.

The next U.S. target was the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Through tough bargaining, the Trump Administration succeeded in late 2018 in getting Canada and Mexico to reach agreement on a revised and renamed trilateral NAFTA. The outcome of the NAFTA renegotiation is mixed. Some changes would usefully update the NAFTA and other changes would weaken the commitment to liberalization and rule of law. So far, none of the three NAFTA governments has approved the new agreement, and President Trump has threatened to pull the United States out of the existing NAFTA as leverage. Just as with the NAFTA, the Trump Administration put great pressure on South Korea to renegotiate its FTA with the United States.

The biggest U.S. trade war is against China, where President Trump is using Section 301 authority to impose tariffs on $250 billion of goods from China in response to China's industrial and technology policies which are claimed to be unfair to the United States. The amount of trade involved is substantial and China has retaliated against U.S. exporters. The
Section 301 sanctions appear to have as one goal a U.S. decoupling from China's economy.\textsuperscript{40} As of April 2019, the U.S. and Chinese governments have paused new tariff escalation in order to facilitate intensive, secretive bilateral negotiations.

Various countries are also being targeted by the Trump Administration's unilateral tariffs pursuant to statutory authority in Sections 201 and 232.\textsuperscript{41} The Section 201 tariffs are being imposed on solar panels and washing machines. Section 232 tariffs are being imposed for alleged national security reasons on steel and aluminum in order to boost those domestic industries. Both the 201 and the 232 tariffs have led to foreign tariff retaliation against the United States and multiple disputes at the WTO.

Although this part of the essay has focused on the trade policies of the Trump Administration, one should note that many of the underlying motivations are shared by the opposition Democratic party, particularly the animosity towards China. And while President Trump's anti-trade actions are more aggressive than in previous U.S. administrations, some of President Trump’s actions have precedents in the actions and attitudes of the Obama administration. For example, the Obama Administration also blocked a WTO Appellate Body appointment, demanded renegotiation of the South Korean FTA, and exhibited little interest in a successful conclusion of the ongoing WTO Doha Development Round. In 2015, the Congress and President Obama agreed to an extension of U.S. trade negotiating authority, but included an unprecedented U.S. negotiating objective "to ensure that trade agreements do not establish obligations for the United States regarding greenhouse gas emissions measures."\textsuperscript{42} The 2015 law trade also features a sovereignty-saving provision that for the first time relegates international trade law to a lower legal status than state and local law.\textsuperscript{43}
Amid these anti-trade developments, an optimist could point to a handful of potentially pro-trade developments. First, alongside the WTO, leading governments, including the United States, have been talking about seeking new critical mass agreements designed to avoid the policy veto of the WTO's consensus rule. Among such agreements might be one for the liberalization of environmental goods. Second, the Trump Administration has taken steps to begin negotiating new trade agreements with Japan, the European Union, and the UK. Third, other countries are closely watching the ongoing United States-China negotiations with a hope that new pledges by China for liberalization may benefit other economies seeking to export more to China.

Impact of a Trade Meltdown on Climate Cooperation

Any hypothesis to predict how a trade meltdown would impact the Paris Agreement and global warming should be evidence-based. The collapse of the trading system during the Great Depression of the 1930s can be examined now as an experiment in regime spillover. The history of the period shows the surprising result that the trade wars of the early 1930s did not put the kibosh on international economic and environmental cooperation during the decade leading up to World War II. For example, the 1930s featured important multilateral agreements—pertaining, for example, to the Bank for International Settlements (1930), forced labor (1930), narcotics control (1931), telecommunications (1932), fauna and flora protection (1933), the rubber industry (1934), meshes of fishing nets and size limits (1937), whaling (1937), and nature protection and wildlife preservation (1940). Thus, even in the face of the 20th century's biggest trade war, governments simultaneously continued and even strengthened cooperation on many global issues.
Regime theory can also aid in making predictions. International cooperation along functional lines is driven both by the rational behavior of governments and by pressure from interest groups that advocate in favor of shared norms and values. When specialized international cooperation ensues, it digs in roots that makes it difficult to topple over. International organizations are not dominos.

The impact of a trading system breakdown on the climate regime is not obvious. Trade wars do not generate greenhouse gas emissions. But trade wars could reshape the global ordering of the economy. By analyzing anticipated effects at the margin, this essay identifies and discusses three potential scenarios: first, no change; second, worsening climate outcomes; and third, improving climate outcomes. All three scenarios are predicated on a baseline of worsening global warming.45

The first scenario is that an earthquake in world trade will have little effect on the rate of continuation of climate change. Even so, a scenario of no impact masks the significance of continued climate regime stability. Critics of the weak structure of the Paris Agreement can miss the fact that its anomalous architecture gives it resilience.

Imagine if the Paris Agreement had been designed to be more like the WTO, if it was built upon a lattice of agreed rules and reciprocal commitments. A U.S. pullout from such a hypothetical climate change agreement would call into question the viability of commitments by other countries because the U.S. pullout would change the benefits and costs to other countries from their continued participation. But while the decentralized commitment structure in the Paris Agreement limits the expected outcomes due to free-riders, the Paris Agreement has less commitment interdependence. So, the Paris Agreement should be immune to a pullout by the
United States. For the same reasons, the Paris Agreement should be immune to what happens in the WTO.

By contrast, the WTO — with its rules, reciprocity, and enforcement — is vulnerable to a seismic political shift. Should the United States leave the WTO, the survival of the WTO would be uncertain because the WTO's vaunted balance of obligations presumes the U.S. liberalization commitments and U.S. dispute settlement obligations. Furthermore, being a state-centric institution, the WTO's foundation of support is flimsy. In the WTO, all of the policy space is occupied by national governments and a departure of a state cannot be compensated for domestic actors within that state. By contrast in the climate regime, where subnational governments, the private sector, civic society, and consumers can contribute individually and aggregately to achieving emissions reduction, a pullout from the Paris Agreement by the U.S. government does not mean that the United States as a country ceases to be able to contribute to greenhouse gas reduction goals.

However, if the United States proceeds with the WTO, there would seem to be little spillover onto the U.S. role in the climate regime. In recent decades, the United States has quit some international organizations without much impact on the U.S. role in other organizations. Every specialized international organization has its own political dynamic and interest-group constituencies.

The second scenario is that the trade wars and disruption of the WTO lead to a weakening of the climate regime and a significant worsening of global warming. A contraction in trade could suppress the diffusion of decarbonization technology which could lead to higher emission intensity of production around the world. Already, the Trump Administration's 25% tariffs on
solar panels is reducing the adoption of solar panels in the United States.\textsuperscript{46} Less trade in goods would dampen trade in environmental, energy, and data processing services.

Another effect of disruption at the WTO is to derail any opportunity for the WTO to deliver on its environmental agenda including the proposed agreements on fishery subsidies and the liberalization of environmental goods and services. During the first quarter-century of the WTO, many proposals have been offered for new WTO actions to support mitigation of and adaptation to greenhouse gas emissions.\textsuperscript{47} Yet a WTO in disarray is unlikely to deliver on such proposals.

Deep cuts in trade could be especially difficult for China which predicates its industrial policy on growth through exports. A central component of China's industrial policy is the Made in China 2025 initiative that prioritizes 10 industries for investment, one of which is the self-driving and new energy vehicles. According to analysis done by the U.S. International Trade Commission, Chinese producers became successful exporters due to economies of scale derived from rapid growth and overcapacity driven by a mixture of government-driven industrial policy and ad hoc provincial and local subsidies.\textsuperscript{48}

The Trump Administration's unilateral tariffs on China are threatening China's development model and could undermine China's commitment to clean energy technology. Indeed, one target for the Section 301 tariffs are products exported from the industries benefiting from China's 2025 industrial policy. U.S. trade hostilities could lead to retrenchments in China's industrial policy plans which could impact Chinese creation and utilization of new technology and the availability of high-tech Chinese exports. As a result of a trade war with China, global supply chains will be disrupted - including green supply chains. Another impact could be that
diminished trade in climate change-related goods and services could dampen the interest of global business groups in climate change advocacy.

A large wave of disruption to the WTO's legal system could undermine the commitments of governments to the international of rule of law. For example, in China's NDC submission, China explained that its action to mitigate carbon emissions was not only driven by China's domestic needs, but also by "its sense of responsibility to fully engage in global governance...." But that could change. Actions by the United States or the WTO to betray commitments to China or to deny China its legal rights could shake the foundations of China's loyalty to the leading institutions of global governance.

The third scenario is that reduced trade and supervision by the trading system can improve climate change outcomes. If the leftist opponents of international trade are right that trade is the transmission belt of competition that promotes a race to the bottom in national regulation, perforce an absence of trade should remove those disincentives for choosing optimal regulation. Reduced WTO supervision could give governments greater latitude to subsidize domestic climate change technology and to achieve localization of green job creation. Of course, trade law impunity does not necessarily lead to more stringent environmental regulation and to more generous environmental subsidies. As the experience of the Trump Administration has shown, rightist politicians can join the left in taking down international trade rules without sharing the left's support for a socialist green agenda.

In summary, three plausible scenarios for the climate change impact of a trade meltdown are put forward. In my view, the first scenario of no effect is the most likely. Note that the dynamic postulated in the second and third scenarios could coexist and result in an outcome
approximating the first scenario. So, the overall conclusion of this essay is that the current instability in the trade world will not cause much impact on the climate world.

The ongoing trade wars will eventually cease due to the inherent disconnect between economic nationalism and a global economy. Over the past century, we have seen a post-war rebound effect that led to waves of internationalism after World War I, World War II, and the Cold War. With some luck, the current world trade crisis, when it ends, will lead to a frisson of global hope that could induce constructive reforms in both the WTO and the Paris Agreement. Cool heads should be prepared to seize those opportunities.

__________________________
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